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BLACK SWANS / Lauren Slater

THERE IS SOMETHING SATISFYING and scary about making
an angel, lowering your bulky body into the drowning fluff,

stray flakes landing on your face. I am seven or eight and the
sky looms above me, grey and dead. I move my arms and legs—
expanding, contracting—sculpting snow before it can swallow me
up. I feel the cold filter into my head, seep through the wool
of my mittens. I swish wider, faster, then roll out of my mould
to inspect its form. There is the imprint of my head, my arms
which have swelled into white wings. I step back, step forward,
pause and peer. Am I dead or alive down there? Is this a picture
of heaven or hell? I am worried about where I will go when I
die, that each time I swallow an invisible stone will get caught in
my throat. I worry that when I eat a plum, a tree will grow in
my belly, its branches twining around my bones, choking. When
I walk through a door I must tap the frame three times. Between
each nighttime prayer to Yahweh I close my eyes and count to
ten and a half.

And now I look down at myself sketched in the snow. A familiar
anxiety chews at the edges of my heart, even while I notice the
beauty of the white fur on all the trees, the reverent silence of
this season. I register a mistake on my angel, what looks like
a thumbprint on its left wing. I reach down to erase it, but
unable to smooth the snow perfectly, I start again on another
angel, lowering myself, swishing and sweeping, rolling over—no.
Yet another mistake, this time the symmetry in the wingspan
wrong. A compulsion comes over me. I do it again, and again.
In my memory hours go by. My fingers inside my mittens get
wrinkled and raw. My breath comes heavily and the snow begins
to blue. A moon rises, a perfect crescent pearl whose precise
shape I will never be able to recreate. I ache for something I
cannot name. Someone calls me, a mother or a father. Come in
now, come in now. Very early the next morning I awaken, look out
my bedroom window, and see the yard covered with my frantic
forms—hundreds of angels, none of them quite right. The forms
twist and strain, the wings seeming to struggle up in the winter
sun, as if each angel were longing for escape, for a free flight
that might crack the crystal and ice of her still, stiff world.
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Looking back on it now, I think maybe those moments in the
snow were when my OCD began, although it didn't come to
me full-fledged until my mid-twenties. OCD stands for obsessive-
compulsive disorder, and some studies say over three million
Americans suffer from it. The "it" is not the commonplace rituals
that weave throughout so many of our lives—the woman who
checks the stove a few times before she leaves for work, or the man
who combs his bangs back, and then again, seeking symmetry,
obsessive-compulsive disorder is pervasive and extreme, inundating
the person's life to the point where normal functioning becomes
difficult, maybe even impossible.
For a long time my life was difficult but not impossible. Both

in my childhood and my adulthood I'd suffered from various
psychiatric ailments—depressions especially—but none of these
were as surreal and absurd as the obsessive-compulsive disorder
that one day presented itself. Until I was twenty-five or so, I don't
think I could have been really diagnosed with OCD, although my
memory of the angels indicates I had tendencies in that direction.
I was a child at once nervous and bold, a child who loved trees
that trickled sap, the Vermont fields where grass grew the color
of deep-throated rust. I was a child who gathered earthworms,
the surprising pulse of pink on my fingers, and yet these same
fingers, later in the evening, came to prayer points, searching for
safety in the folds of my sheets, in the quick counting rituals.
Some mental health professionals claim that the onset of obsession

is a response to an underlying fear, a recent trauma, say, or a
loss. I don't believe that is always true because, no matter how
hard I think about it, I remember nothing unusual or disorienting
before my first attack, three years out of college. I don't know
exactly why at two o'clock one Saturday afternoon what felt like
a seizure shook me. I recall lying in my apartment in Cambridge.
The floors were painted blue, the curtains a sleepy white. They
bellied in and out with the breezes. I was immersed in a book, The
Seven Story Mountain, walking my way through the tale's church,
dabbing holy water on my forehead. A priest was crooning. A
monk moaned. And suddenly this: A thought careening across my
cortex. I CAN'T CONCENTRATE. Of course the thought disturbed
my concentration, and the monk's moan turned into a whisper,
disappeared.
I blinked, looked up. I was back in Cambridge on a blue floor.

The blue floor suddenly frightened me; between the planks I could
see lines of dark dirt, and the sway of a spider crawling. Let me
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get back, I thought, into the world of the book. I lowered my
eyes to the page, but instead of being able to see the print, there
was the thought blocking out all else: I CAN'T CONCENTRATE.
Now I started to panic. Each time I tried to get back to the

book the words crumbled, lost their sensible shapes. I said to
myself I must not allow that thought about concentration to come into
my mind anymore, but, of course, the more I tried to suppress it,
the louder it jangled. I looked at my hand. I ached for its familiar
skin, the paleness of its palm and the three threaded lines that
had been with me since birth, but as I held it out before my eyes,
the phrase I CAN'T CONCENTRATE ON MY HAND blocked out
my hand, so all I saw was a blur of flesh giving way to the
bones beneath, and inside the bones the grimy marrow, and in
the grimy marrow the individual cells, all disconnected. Shattered
skin.

My throat closed up with terror. For surely if Td lost the book,
lost language, lost flesh, I was well on my way to losing the rest
of the world. And all because of a tiny phrase that forced me into
a searing self-consciousness, that plucked me from the moment
into the meta-moment so I was doomed to think about thinking
instead of thinking other thoughts. My mind devouring my mind.
I tried to force my brain onto other topics but with each mental

dodge I became aware that I was dodging, and each time I itched
I became aware that I was itching, and with each inhalation I
became aware that I was inhaling, and I thought if I think too
much about breathing, will I forget how to breathe?
I ran into the bathroom. There was a strange pounding in my

head, and then a sensation I can only describe as a hiccup of
the brain. My brain seemed to be seizing as the phrase about
concentration jerked across it. I delved into the medicine cabinet,
found a bottle of aspirin, took three, stood by the sink for five
minutes. No go. Delved again, pulled out another bottle—Ativan, a
Valium-like medication belonging to my housemate Adam. Another
five minutes, my brain still squirting. One more Ativan, a tiny
white triangle that would put me to sleep. I would sleep this
strange spell off, wake up me again, sane again. I went back
to my bed. The day darkened. The Ativan spread through my
system. Lights in a neighboring window seemed lonely and sweet.
I saw the shadow of a bird in a tree, and it had angel wings,
and it soared me someplace else, its call a pure cry.
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"What's wrong with you?" he said, shaking my shoulder. My
housemate Adam stood over me, his face a blur. Through cracked
eyelids I saw a wavering world, none of its outlines resolved: the
latticed shadow of a tree on a white wall, my friend's face a streak
of pink. I am O.K. I thought, for this was what waking up was
always like, the gentle resurfacing. I sat up, looked around.
"You've been sleeping for hours and hours," he said. "You slept

from yesterday afternoon until now."
I reached up, gently touched a temple. I felt the far-away nip

of my pulse. My pulse was there. I was here.
"Weird day yesterday," I said. I spoke slowly, listening to my

words, testing them on my tongue. So far so good.
I stood up. "You look weird," he said, "unsteady."
"I'm O.K.," I said, and then, in that instant, a surge of anxiety.

I had lied. I had not been O.K. Say God I'm sorry fourteen times I
ordered myself. This is crazy I said to myself. Fifteen times a voice
from somewhere else seemed to command. "You really all right?"
Adam asked. I closed my eyes, counted, blinked back open.
"O.K.," I said. "Tm going to shower."

But it wasn't O.K.. As soon as I was awake, obsessive thoughts
returned. What before had been inconsequential behaviors like
counting to three before I went through a doorway or checking
the stove several times before bed, now became imperatives. There
were a thousand and one of them to follow: rules about how to

step, what it meant to touch my mouth, a hot consuming urge
to fix the crooked angles of the universe. It was constant, a cruel
nattering. There, that tilted picture on the wall. Scratch your head with
your left hand only. It was noise, the beak of a woodpecker in
the soft bark of my brain. But the worst, by far, were the dread
thoughts about concentrating. I picked up a book but couldn't
read, so aware was I of myself reading, and the fear of that
awareness, for it meant a cold disconnection from this world.
I began to avoid written language because of the anxiety associated

with words. I stopped reading. Every sentence I wrote came out
only half coherent. I became afraid of pens and paper, the red felt
tip bleeding into white, a wound. What was it? What was I? I could
not recognize myself spending hours counting, checking, avoiding.
Gods seemed to hover in their air, inhabit me, blowing me full
of their strange stellar breaths. I wanted my body back. Instead I
pulsed and stuttered and sparked with a glow not my own.
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I spent the next several weeks mostly in my bedroom, door closed,
shades drawn. I didn't want to go out because any movement
might set off a cycle of obsessions. I sat hunched and lost weight.
My friend Adam, who had some anxiety problems of his own and
was a real pooh-pooher of "talk therapy," found me a behaviorist
at McClean.

"These sorts of conditions," the behavioral psychologist, Dr.
Lipman, told me as I sat one day in his office, "are associated with
people who have depressive temperaments, but, unlike depression,
they do not yield particularly well to more traditional modes of
psychotherapy. We have, however, had some real success with
cognitive/behavioral treatments."
Outside it was a shining summer day. His office was dim though,

his blinds adjusted so only tiny gold chinks of light sprinkled
through, illuminating him in patches. He was older, maybe fifty,
and pudgy, and had tufts of hair in all the wrong places, in the
whorls of his ears and his nostrils. I had a bad feeling about
him.

Nevertheless, he was all I had right now. "What is this sort
of condition exactly?" I asked. My voice, whenever I spoke these
days, seemed slowed, stuck, words caught in my throat. I had
to keep touching my throat, four times, five times, six times, or
I would be punished by losing the power of speech all together.
"Obsessive-compulsive disorder," he announced. "Only you,"

he said, and lifted his chin a little proudly, "have an especially
difficult case of it."
This, of course, was not what I wanted to hear. "What's so

especially difficult about my case?" I asked.
He tapped his chin with the eraser end of his pencil. He sat back

in his leather seat. When the wind outside blew, the gold chinks
scattered across his face and desk. Suddenly, the world cleared a
bit. The papers on his desk seemed animated, rustling, sheaves
full of wings, books full of birds. I felt creepy, despondent, and
excited all at once. Maybe he could help me. Maybe he had some
special knowledge.
He then went on to explain to me how most people with obsessive

thoughts—my hands are filthy—for instance, always follow those
thoughts with a compulsive behavior, like handwashing. And while
I did have some compulsive behaviors, Dr. Lipman explained, I
also reported that my most distressing obsession had to do with
concentration, and that the concentration obsession had no clear-
cut compulsion following in its wake.
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"Therefore," he said. His eyes sparkled as he spoke. He seemed
excited by my case. He seemed so sure of himself that for a
moment I was back with language again, only this time it was
his language, his words forming me.
"Therefore you are what we call a primary ruminator!"
A cow, I thought, chewing and chewing on the floppy scum

of its cud. I lowered my head.
He went on to tell me about treatment obstacles. Supposedly

"primary ruminators" are especially challenging because, while you
can train people to cease compulsive behaviors, you can't train
them nearly as easily to tether their thoughts. His method, he
told me, would be to use a certain instrument to desensitize me
to the obsessive thought, to teach me not to be afraid of it so,
when it entered my mind, I wouldn't panic and thereby set off
a whole cycle of anxiety and its partner, avoidance.
"How will we do it?" I asked.

And that is when he pulled "the instrument" from his desk
drawer, a Walkman with a tiny tape in it. He told me he'd used
it with people who were similar to me. He told me I was to
record my voice saying "I can't concentrate I can't concentrate"
and then wear the Walkman playing my own voice back to me
for at least two hours a day. Soon, he said, Td become so used
to the thought it would no longer bother me.
He looked over at the clock. About half the session had gone

by. "We still have twenty more minutes," he said, pressing the
red recorder button, holding the miniature microphone up to my
mouth. "Why don't you start speaking now."
I paid Dr. Lipman for the session, borrowed the Walkman and

the tape, and then left, stepping into the summer light. McClean
is a huge stately hospital, buildings with pillars, yawning lawns.
The world outside looked lazy in the sweet heat of June. Tulips
in the garden lapped at the pollen-rich air with black tongues.
A squirrel chirped high in the tuft of a tree. For a moment the
world seemed lovely. Then, from far across the lawn, I saw a
shadow in a window. Drawn for a reason I could not articulate,
I stepped closer, and closer still. The shadow resolved itself into
lines—two dark brows, a nose. A girl, pressed against glass on a
top-floor ward. Her hands were fisted on either side of her face,
her curls in a ratty tangle. Her mouth was open, and though I
could not hear her, I saw the red splash of her scream.
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Behavior therapy is in some ways the antithesis of psychoanalysis.
Psychoanalysis focuses on cause, behavior therapy on consequence.
Although I've always been a critic of old-style psychoanalysis with
its fetish for the past, I don't completely discount the importance of
origins. And I have always believed in the mind as an entity that at
once subsumes the body and radiates beyond it, and therefore in
need of interventions surpassing the mere technical; interventions
that whisper to mystery, stroke the soul.
The Walkman, however, was a completely technical intervention.

It had little red studs for buttons. The tape whirred efficiently in
its center like a slick dark heart. My own voice echoed back to
me, all blips and snaky static. I wondered what the obsession with
concentration meant. Surely it had some significance beyond the
quirks in my own neuronal wiring. Surely the neuron itself—that
tiny pulse of life embedded in the brain's lush banks—was a god-
given charge. When I was a girl, I had seen stalks of wheat filled
with a strange red light. When I was a girl, I once peeled back
the corn's green clasps to find yellow pearls. With the Walkman
on, I closed my eyes, saw again the prongs of corn, the wide
world, and myself floating out of that world, in a place above
all planets, severed even from my own mind. And I knew the
obsession had something to do with deep disconnection and too
much awe.

"There may be no real reasons," Dr. Lipman repeated to me
during my next visit. "OCD could well be the result of a nervous
system that's too sensitive. If the right medication is ever developed,
we would use that."

Because the right medication had not yet been found, I wore
the Walkman. The earplugs felt spongy. Sometimes I wore it to
bed, listening to my own voice repeat the obsessive fear. When I
took the earphones off the silence was complete. My sheets were
damp from sweat. I waited. Shadows whirled around. Planets sent
down their lights, laying them across the blue floor. Blue. Silver.
Space. I can't concentrate.
I did very little for the next year. Dr. Lipman kept insisting

I wear the Walkman, turning up the volume, keeping it on for
three, now four hours at a time. Fear and grief prevented me
from eating much. When I was too terrified to get out of bed,
Dr. Lipman checked me into the local hospital, where I lay amidst
IV drips, bags of blood, murmuring heart machines that let me
know someone somewhere near was still alive. .

It was in the hospital that I was first introduced to psychiatric
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medications, which the doctors tried me on to no avail. The med-
ications had poetic names and frequently rhymed with one anoth-
er—Nortriptyline, Desipramine, Amitriptyline. Nurses brought me
capsules in miniature paper cups, or oblong shapes of white that
left a salty tingle on my tongue. None of them worked, except
to make me drowsy and dull.
And then one day Dr. Lipman said to me, "there's a new

medication called Prozac, still in its trial period, but ifs seventy-
percent effective with OCD. I want to send you to a Dr. Vuckovic,
here at McClean. He's one of the physicians doing trial runs."
I shrugged, willing to try. Td tried so much, surely this couldn't

hurt. I didn't expect much though. I certainly didn't expect what
I finally got.

In my memory, Vuckovic is the Prozac Doctor. He has an office
high in the eaves of McClean. His desk gleams. His children smile
out from frames lined up behind him. In the corner is a computer
with a Screensaver of hypnotic swirling stars. I watch the stars
die and swell. I watch the simple gold band on Vuckovic's hand.
For a moment I think that maybe in here I'll finally be able to
escape the infected repetitions of my own mind. And then I hear
a clock tick-tick-ticking. The sound begins to bother me; I cannot
tune it out. "The clock is ruining my concentration," I think and
turn toward it. The numbers on its face are not numbers but tiny
painted pills, green and white. A chime hangs down, with another
capsule, probably a plastic replica, swinging from the end of it.
Back. Forth. Back. Back.

The pads of paper on Vuckovic's desk are all edged in green
and white, with the word "Prozac" scripted across the bottom.
The pen has "Prozac" embossed in tiny letters. He asks me about
my symptoms for a few minutes, and then uses the Prozac pen
to write out a prescription.
"What about side effects?" I ask.

"Very few," the Prozac Doctor answers. He smiles. "Maybe
some queasiness. A headache in the beginning. Some short-term
insomnia. All in all ifs a very good medication. The safest we
have."

"Behavior therapy hasn't helped," I say. I feel Tm speaking
slowly, for the sound of that clock is consuming me. I put my
hands over my ears.
"What is it?" he asks.
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"Your—clock."
He looks toward it.

"Would you mind putting it away?"
"Then I would be colluding with your disease," he says. "If I

put the clock away, you'll just fixate on something else."
"Disease," I repeat. "I have a disease."
"Without doubt," he says. "OCD can be a crippling disease, but

now, for the first time, we have the drugs to combat it."
I take the prescription and leave. I will see him in one month for a

follow-up. Disease. Combat. Collusions. My mind, it seems, is my
enemy, my illness an absurdity that has to be exterminated. I believe
this. The treatment Tm receiving, with its insistence upon cure—
which means the abolition of hurt instead of its transformation—

helps me to believe this. I have, indeed, been invaded by a virus,
a germ I need to rid myself of.
Looking back on it now, I see this belief only added to my

panic, shrunk my world still smaller.

On the first day of Prozac I felt nothing, on the second and third
nausea, and then for the rest of that week headaches so intense
I wanted to groan and lower my face into a bowl of crushed
ice. I had never had migraines before. In their own way they are
beautiful, all pulsing suns and squeezing colors. When I closed
my eyes, pink shapes flapped and angels' halos spun. I was a girl
again, lying in the snow. Slowly, one by one, the frozen forms
lifted toward the light.
And then there really was an angel over me, pressing a cool

cloth to my forehead. He held two snowy tablets out to me, and
in a haze of pain I took them.
"You'll be all right," Adam said to me. When I cried it was a

creek coming from my eyes.
I rubbed my eyes. The headache ebbed.
"How are you?" he asked.
"O.K.," I said. And waited for a command. Touch your nose,

blink twelve times, try not to think about think about concentrating.
The imperatives came—I could hear them—but from far far away,

like birds beyond a mountain, a sound nearly silent and easy to
ignore.
"I'm . . . O.K.." I repeated. I went out into the kitchen. The clock

on the stove ticked. I pressed my ear against it and heard, this
time, a steady, almost soothing pulse.
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Most things, I think, diminish over time, rock and mountain,
glacier and bone. But this wasn't the nature of Prozac, or me
on Prozac. One day I was ill, cramped up with fears, and the
next day the ghosts were gone. Imagine having for years a raging
fever, and then one day someone hands you a new kind of pill,
and within a matter of hours sweat dries, the scarlet swellings
go down, your eyes no longer burn. The grass appears green
again, the sky a gentle blue. Hello hello. Remember me? the planet
whispers.
But to say I returned to the world is even a bit misleading, for

all my life the world has seemed off-kilter. On Prozac, not only did
the acute obsessions dissolve; so too did the blander depression
that had been with me since my earliest memories. A sense of
immense calm flooded me. Colors came out, yellow leaping from
the light where it had long lain trapped, greens unwinding from
the grass, dusk letting loose its lavender.
By the fourth day I still felt so shockingly fine that I called the

Prozac Doctor. I pictured him in his office, high in the eaves of
McClean. I believed he had saved me. He loomed large.
"I'm well," I told him.
"Not yet. It takes at least a month to build up a therapeutic

blood level."

"No," I said. "It doesn't." I felt a rushing joy. "The medicine
you gave me has made me well. I've, I've actually never felt
better."

A pause on the line. "I suppose it could be possible."
"Yes," I said. "Ifs happened."

I became a "happening" kind of person. Peter Kramer, author of
Listening to Prozac has written extensively on the drug's ability to
galvanize personality change as well as to soothe fears or elevate
mood. Kramer calls Prozac a cosmetic medication, for it seems to
re-shape the psyche, lift the face of the soul.
One night, soon after the medication had "kicked in," I sat at

the kitchen table with Adam. He was stuck in the muck of his
master's thesis, fearful of failure.
"Ifs easy," I said. "Break the project down into bits. A page

a day. Six days, one chapter. Twelve days, two. One month,
presto." I snapped my fingers. "You're finished."
Adam looked at me, said nothing. The kitchen grew quiet, a

deliberate sort of silence he seemed to be purposefully manufac-
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turing so I could hear the echo of my own voice. Bugs thumped
on the screen. I heard the high happy pitch of a cheerleader, the
sensible voice of a vocational counselor. In a matter of moments I

had gone from a fumbling, unsure person to this—all pragmatism,
all sure solutions. For the first time on Prozac I felt afraid.

I lay in bed that night. From the next room I heard the patter
of Adam's typewriter keys. He was stuck in the mire, inching
forward and falling back. Where was I; who was I? I lifted my
hand to my face, the same motion as before, when the full force
of obsession had struck me. The hand was still unfamiliar, but
wonderfully so now, the three threaded lines seams of silver, the
lights from passing cars rotating on my walls like the swish of a
spaceship softly landing.
In space I was then, wondering. How could a drug change

my mind so abruptly? How could it bring forth buried or new
parts of my personality? The oldest questions, I know. My brain
wasn't wet clay and paste, as all good brains should be, but a
glinting thing crossed with wires. I wasn't human but machine.
No, I wasn't machine, but animal, linked to my electrified biology
more completely than I could have imagined. We have come to
think, lately, of machines and animals, of machines and nature, as
occupying opposite sides of the spectrum—there is IBM and then
there's the lake—but really they are so similar. A computer goes
on when you push its button. A gazelle goes on when it sees
a lynx. Only humans are supposedly different, above the pure
cause and effect of the hard-wired, primitive world. Free will and
all.

But no, maybe not. For I had swallowed a pill designed through
technology, and in doing so, I was discovering myself embedded
in an animal world. I was a purely chemical being, mood and
personality seeping through serotonin. We are all taught to believe
ifs true, but how strange to feel that supposed truth bubbling right
in your own tweaked brainpan. Who was I, all skin and worm;
all herd? For the next few weeks, amidst feelings of joy and deep
relief, these thoughts accompanied me, these slow, simmering
misgivings. In dreams, beasts roamed the rafters of my bones,
and my bones were twined with wire, teeth tiny silicone chips.
I went to Drumlin Farm one afternoon to see the animals.

A goose ate grass in an imperturbable rhythm. Sheep brayed
robotically, their noses pointing toward the sky. I reached out to
touch their fur. Simmering misgivings, yes, but my fingers alive,
feeling clumps of cream, of wool.
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Every noon I took my pill. Instead of just placing it on my
tongue and swallowing with water, I unscrewed the capsule. White
powder poured into my hands. I tossed the plastic husk away,
cradled the healing talc. I tasted it, a burst of bitterness, a gagging.
I took it that way every day, the silky slide of Prozac powder,
the harshness in my mouth.
Mornings now, I got up early to jog, showered efficiently, then

strode off to the library. I was able to go back to work, cutting
deli part-time at Formaggio's while I prepared myself for Divinity
School the next year by reading. I read with an appetite, hungry
from all the time Td lost to illness. The pages of the book seemed
very white; the words were easy, black beads shining, ebony in
my quieted mind.
I found a book in the library's medical section about obsessive-

compulsive disorder. I sat in a corner, on a corduroy cushion, to
read it. And there, surrounded by pages and pages on the nature of
God and mystery, on Job who cried out at his unfathomable pain,
I read about my disorder from a medical perspective, followed
the charts and graphs and correlation coefficients. The author
proposed that OCD was solely physical in origin, and had the
same neurological etiology as Tourettes. Obsessive symptoms, the
author suggested, are atavistic responses left over from primitive
grooming behaviors. We still have the ape in us; a bird flies in
our blood. The obsessive person, linked to her reptilian roots,
her mammalian ancestors, cannot stop picking parasites off her
brother's back, combing her hair with her tongue, or doing the
human equivalent of nest building, picking up stick after stick,
leaf after leaf, until her bloated home sit ridiculously unstable in
the crotch of an old oak tree.

Keel keel the crow in me cries. The pig grunts. The screen of
myself blinks on. Blinks off. Darkens.
Still, I was mostly peaceful, wonderfully organized. My mind

felt lubed, thoughts slipping through so easily, words bursting into
bloom. I was reminded of being a girl, on the island of Barbados
where we once vacationed. My father took me to a banquet beneath
a tropical Basian sky. Greased black men slithered under low poles,
their liquid bodies bending to meet the world. Torches flared, and
on a long table before me steamed food of every variety. A feast
my father said, all the good things in life. Yes, that was what Prozac
was first like for me—all the good things in life—roasted ham,
delicate grilled fish, lemon halves wrapped in yellow waxed paper,
fat plums floating in jars.
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I could, I thought, do anything in this state of mind. I put
my misgivings aside (how fast they would soon come back; how
hard they would hit) and ate into my days, a long banquet. I
did things Td never done before, swimming at dawn in Waiden
Pond, writing poetry I knew was bad, and loving it anyway.
I applied for and was awarded a three-month grant to go to

Appalachia, where I wanted to collect oral histories of mountain
women. I could swagger anywhere on The Zack, on Vitamin P.
Never mind that even before I'd ever come down with OCD
Td been the anxious, tentative sort. Never mind that unnamed
trepidations, for all of my life, had prevented me from taking
a trip to New Hampshire for more than a few days. Now that
Td taken the cure, I really could go anywhere, even off to the
rippling blue mountains of poverty, far from a phone or a friend.

A gun hung over the door. In the oven I saw a roasted bird
covered with flies. In the bathroom, a fat girl stooped over herself
without bothering to shut the door, and pulled a red rag from
between her legs.
Her name was Kim, her sister's name was Bridget, and their

mother and father were Kat and Lonny. All the females were huge
and doughy while Lonny stood, a single strand of muscle tanned
to the color of tobacco. He said very little while the mother and
daughters chattered on, offering me Cokes and Cheerios, showing
me to my room where I sat on a lumpy mattress and stared at
the white walls.

And then a moon rose. A storm of hurricane force ploughed
through fields and sky. I didn't feel myself here. The sound of
the storm, battering just above my head, seemed far, far away.
There was a whispering in my mind, a noise like silk being split.
Next to me, on the night table, my sturdy bottle of Prozac. I was
fine. So long as I had that, I would be fine.
I pretended I was fine for the next couple of days, racing around

with manic intensity. I sat heavy Kat in one of her oversized chairs
and insisted she tell me everything about her life in the Blue Ridge
Mountains, scribbling madly as she talked. I am happy happy happy
I sang to myself. I tried to ignore the strange sounds building in
my brain, kindling that crackles, a flame getting hot.
And then I was taking a break out in the sandy yard. It was

near one hundred degrees. The sun was tiny in a bleary sky.
Chickens screamed and pecked.
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In one swift and seamless move, Lonny reached down to grab
a bird. His fist closed in on its throat while all the crows cawed

and the beasts in my bones brayed away. He laid the chicken
down on a stump, raised an ax, and cut. The body did its dance.
I watched the severing, how swiftly connections melt, how deep
and black is space. Blood spilled.
I ran inside. I was far from a phone or a friend. Maybe I was

reminded of some pre-verbal terror: the surgeon's knife, the violet
umbilical cord. Or maybe the mountain altitudes had thrown my
chemistry off. I don't really know why, or how. But as though
Td never swallowed a Prozac pill, my mind seized and clamped
and the obsessions were back.

I took a step forward and then said to myself don't take another
step until you count to twenty-five. After Td satisfied that imperative,
I had to count to twenty-five again, and then halve twenty-five,
and then quarter it, before I felt safe enough to walk out the
door. By the end of the day, each step took over ten minutes to
complete. I stopped taking steps. I sat on my bed.
"What's wrong with you?" Kat said. "Come out here and talk

with us."

I tried, but I got stuck in the doorway. There was a point above
the doorway I just had to see, and then see again, and inside
of me something screamed back again back again and the grief was
very large.
For I had experienced the world free and taken in colors and

tasted grilled fish and moon. I had left one illness like a too
tight snakeskin, and here I was, thrust back. What's worse than
illness is to think you're cured—partake of cure in almost complete
belief—and then with no warning to be dashed on a dock, moored.
Here's what they don't tell you about Prozac. The drug, for many

obsessives who take it, is known to have wonderfully powerful
effects in the first few months when ifs new to the body. When I
called the Prozac Doctor from Kentucky that evening, he explained
to me how the drug, when used to treat OCD as opposed to
depression, "peaks" at about six months, and then loses some
of its oomph. "Someday we'll develop a more robust pill," Dr.
Vuckovic said. "In the meantime, up your dose."
I upped my dose. No relief. Why not? Please. Over the months

I had come to need Prozac in a complicated way, had come to
see it as my savior, half hating it, half loving it. I unscrewed the
capsules and poured their contents over my fingers. Healing talc,
gone. Dead sand. I fingered the empty husks.
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"You'll feel better if you come to church with us," Kat said to
me that Sunday morning. She peered into my face, which must
have been white and drawn. "Are you suffering from some city
sickness?"

I shrugged. My eyes hurt from crying. I couldn't read or write;
I could only add, subtract, divide, divide again.
"Come to church," Kat said. "We can ask the preacher to pray

for you."
But I didn't believe in prayers where my illness was concerned. I

had come to think, through my reading and the words of doctors,
and especially through my brain's rapid response to a drug, that
whatever was wrong with me had a simplistic chemical cause.
Such a belief can be devastating to sick people, for on top of their
illness they must struggle with the sense that illness lacks any
creative possibilities.
I think these beliefs, so common in today's high tech biomedical

era where the focus is relentlessly reductionistic, rob illness of its
potential dignity. Illness can be dignified; we can conceive of pain
as a kind of complex answer from an elegant system, an arrow
pointing inward, a message from soil or sky.
Not so for me. I wouldn't go to church or temple. I wouldn't

talk or ask or wonder, for these are distinctly human activities
and I'd come to view myself as less than human.
An anger rose up in me then, a rage. I woke late one night,

hands fisted. It took me an hour to get out of bed, so many
numbers I had to do, but I was determined.
And then I was walking, outside, pushing past the need to

count before every step. The night air was muggy, and insects
raised a chorus.

I passed midnight fields, a single shack with lighted windows.
Cows slept in a pasture.
I rounded the pasture, walked up a hill. And then, before me,

spreading out in moonglow, a lake. I stood by its lip. My mind
was buzzing and jerking. I don't know at what point the swans
appeared—white swans, they must have been, but in silhouette
they looked black—that seemed to materialize straight out of
the slumbering water. They rose to the surface of the water as
memories rise to the surface of consciousness. Hundreds of black

swans suddenly, floating absolutely silent, and as I stood there
the counting ceased, my mind became silent, and I watched. The
swans drifted until it seemed, for a few moments, that they were
inside of me, seven dark, silent birds, fourteen princesses, a single
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self swimming in a tepid sea.
I don't know how long I stood there, or when, exactly, I left.

The swans disappeared eventually. The counting ticking talking of
my mind resumed.
Still, even in chattering illness, I had been quieted for a bit;

doors in me had opened; elegance had entered.
This thought calmed me. I was not completely claimed by illness,

nor a prisoner of Prozac, entirely dependent on the medication to
function. Part of me was still free, a private space not absolutely
permeated by pain. A space I could learn to cultivate.
Over the next few days, I noticed that even in the thicket of

obsessions my mind sometimes swam into the world, if only for
brief forays. There, while I struggled to take a step, was the sun
on a green plate. Remember that I said to myself. And here, while
I stood fixated in a doorway, was a beetle with a purplish shell
like eggplants growing in wet soil. Appreciate this I told myself,
and I can say I did, those slivers of seconds when I returned to
the world. I loved the beetle, ached for the eggplant, paddled in
a lake with black swans.

And so a part of me began to learn about living outside the
disease, cultivating appreciation for a few free moments. It was
nothing I would have wished for myself, nothing to noisily celebrate.
But it was something, and I could choose it, even while mourning
the paralyzed parts of me, the pill that had failed me.
A long time ago, Freud coined the term "superego." A direct

translation from German means "over I." Maybe what Freud meant,
or should have meant, was not a punitive voice but the angel in
the self who rises above an ego under siege, or a medicated mind,
to experience the world from a narrow but occasionally gratifying
ledge.
I am thirty-one now, and I know that ledge well. It is a smaller

space than I would have wished for myself—I who would like
to possess a mind free and flexible. I don't. Even after I raised
my dose, the Prozac never worked as well as it once had, and
years later I am sometimes sad about that, other times strangely
relieved, even though my brain is hounded. I must check my
keys, the stove; I must pause many times while I write this and
do a ritual count to thirty. Ifs distracting, to say the least, but still
I write this. I can walk and talk and play. I've come to live my life
in those brief stretches of silence that arrive throughout the day,
working at what I know is an admirable speed, accomplishing all
I can in clear pauses, knowing those pauses may be short-lived.
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I can in clear pauses, knowing those pauses may be short-lived.
I am learning something about the single moment, how rife with
potential it is, how truly loud its tick. I have heard clocks and
clocks. Time shines, sad and good.
And what of the unclear, mind-cluttered stretches? These, as

well, I have bent to. I read books now, even when my brain has
real difficulties taking in words. Half a word, or a word blurred by
static, is better than nothing at all. There is also a kind of stance
I've developed, detaching my mind from my mind, letting the
static sizzle on while I walk, talk, read, while the obsessive cycles
continue and I, stepping aside, try to link my life to something
else. It is a meditative exercise of a high order, and one Tm getting
better at. Compensations can be gritty gifts.
Is this adaptation a spiritual thing? When Tm living in moments

of clarity, have I transcended disease or has disease transformed
me, taught me how to live in secret niches? I don't know.
A few nights ago, a man at a party, a Christian psychologist,

talked about the brain. "The amazing thing," he said, "is that if you
cut the corpus callosum of small children, they learn without the
aid of medication or reparative surgery how to transfer information
from the left to the right hemisphere. And because we know cerebral
neurons never rejuvenate, that's evidence," he said, "for a mind
that lives beyond the brain, a mind outside of our biologies."
Perhaps. Or perhaps our biologies are broader than we ever

thought. Perhaps the brain, because of its wound, has been forced
into some kink of creativity we can neither see nor explain. This
is what the doctors didn't tell me about illness; that an answer
to illness is not necessarily cure, but an ambivalent compensation.
Disease, for sure, is disorganization, but cure is not necessarily the
synthetic pill-swallowing righting of the mess. To believe this is to
rigidly define brain function in terms of "normal" and "abnormal,"
a devastating definition for many. And to believe this, especially
where the psyche is concerned, may also mean dependence on
psychotropic drugs, and the risk of grave disappointment if the
drugs stop working.
I think of those children, their heads on white sheets, their

corpus callosums exposed and cut. I wonder who did that to them,
and why. Tm sure there is some compelling medical explanation—
wracking seizures that need to be stopped—but still, the image
disturbs me. I think more, though, of the children's brains once
sewn back inside the bony pockets of skull. There, in the secret dark,
between wrenched hemispheres, I imagine tiny tendrils growing,
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between wrenched hemispheres, I imagine tiny tendrils growing,
so small and so deep not even the strongest machines can see
them. They are real but not real, biological but spiritual. They
wind in and out, joining left to right, building webbed wings and
rickety bridges, sending out messengers with critical information,
like the earliest angels who descended from the sky with news
and challenge, wrestling with us in nighttime deserts, straining
our thighs, stretching our bodies in pain, no doubt, until our skin
took on new shapes.
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